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Pennsylvania judge takes a bold stand
against unprofessional conduct
By David W. Inlander and Ronald D. Menna, Jr.
Over 80 years ago the Illinois Supreme
Court held “An attorney’s zeal to serve his
client should never be carried to the extent
of causing him to seek to accomplish his
purpose by a disregard of the authority
of the court ***. Unless lawyers, who
are officers of the court, show respect to
its orders and judgments, how can it be
expected that laymen will do so?”1 Judge
Cardozo once observed: “Membership
in the bar is a privilege burdened with
conditions.”2
Obedience to a trial court’s orders in
limine is one such condition.3 Recently,
Judge Paul Panepinto, presiding over
a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, medical
malpractice action, imposed a sanction of
almost $1 million upon an attorney due to
her expert witness’ violation of an agreed
order in limine.4 Could such a sanction be
imposed in Illinois to promote attorney
professionalism?

$1 million sanction in Sutch v.
Roxborough Memorial Hospital,
et al.

It started modestly enough. On
May 3, 2007, Rosalind Wilson went
to Roxborough Memorial Hospital
complaining of headache, chest pains and
shortness of breath. An x-ray revealed
that she had a potentially cancerous 2.3
cm nodule on her lung, but her doctors
failed to notify her. In January 2009, 20

months later, Ms. Wilson learned that she
had Stage IV lung cancer. The malignant
nodule had grown to eight centimeters and
metastasized. Seven months after that, she
died of lung cancer. Her estate sued the
hospital and doctors.5
Before trial, the plaintiff filed a motion
in limine with the trial court6 seeking to
prevent the introduction of evidence of Ms.
Wilson’s smoking. On May 16, 2012, after
argument, the parties agreed to the entry
of an order precluding the defendants from
“presenting any evidence, testimony, and/
or argument regarding decedent’s smoking
history”7 (“Smoking Preclusion Order”),
since the defendants had not named any
expert to connect the plaintiff ’s lung cancer
to her smoking. Moreover, the cause of
the cancer was not at issue—the failure to
diagnose/inform was.
The jury trial commenced on May
21, 2012. On May 30, 2012, before the
beginning of the defendants’ case in chief,
plaintiff ’s attorney brought to the trial
court’s attention that almost all of the
defendants’ experts mentioned smoking
in their reports, and he wanted the record
to be clear that defendants’ attorneys
must speak with their experts about the
Smoking Preclusion Order. The trial court
responded that the defendants knew the
rules and they were on notice of the need
to advise their experts of the Smoking
Preclusion Order prior to taking the

stand.8
The next day, May 31, 2012, Dr. John
Kelly, one of the experts retained by Nancy
Raynor (“Raynor”), the attorney for one of
the emergency room physician defendants,
testified that one of Ms. Wilson’s cardiac
risk factors was her smoking. Plaintiff ’s
counsel objected to this testimony and
requested a sidebar. Upon questioning
outside of the jury’s presence, Dr. Kelly
testified that he could not remember any
discussion with Raynor regarding the
Smoking Preclusion Order. Raynor did
not request to question Dr. Kelly regarding
his assertion. Rather, she told the Court
that she had discussed the preclusion
order with Dr. Kelly when they had met
two weeks earlier.9 That day, and at the
next two court dates, the trial court heard
argument as to how to proceed in light of
the violation of the Smoking Preclusion
Order. During this time, plaintiff made
a motion for a mistrial. The trial court
denied the request and, instead, read a
curative instruction to the jury.10 Four days
later, on June 7, 2012, the jury returned
a verdict for $100,000 under the Survival
Act, and $90,000 under the Wrongful
Death Act,11 which was only slightly more
than plaintiff ’s actual out-of-pocket costs.12
Plaintiff filed timely post-trial motions
seeking a new trial and sanctions for
Raynor’s violation of the Smoking
Preclusion Order. A new trial was
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granted13 and the order was affirmed by
the Appellate Court.14 Two years after the
initial trial, the jury in the second trial
returned a verdict in plaintiff ’s favor of
$1,975,713.15
It is also important to note that in
addition to the sanction for her activities
at trial, Raynor was also sanctioned
before the second trial for her pretrial discovery tactics. The trial court
described this conduct and sanction as
follows: “On January 13, 2012, Raynor
sent a letter to the Senior Counsel for the
University of Pennsylvania, advising her
that Stephanie Porges, MD., a physician
at U Penn and one of Plaintiff ’s expert
witnesses, would be testifying to the
liability of ER doctors which, in Raynor’s
words, could potentially expose U Penn to
significant liability. As a result, Raynor was
sanctioned in an August 28, 2012 Order
(following the first trial) for violating
ethical rules and attempted witness
intimidation, in the amount of $44,603.25,
and disqualifying her from representing
the Defendants in the retrial.”16
Also prior to the second jury trial, the
trial court conducted a two-day hearing
on sanctions arising out of the violation
of the Smoking Preclusion Order. At the
hearing, Raynor’s client and an insurance
adjuster testified that on the day of
his trial testimony, Dr. Kelly had been
instructed by Raynor not to testify about
plaintiff ’s smoking.17 Raynor also testified
she went over the Smoking Preclusion
Order in detail the night before Dr.
Kelly’s testimony, as well as the day of his
testimony, and Dr. Kelly had a piece of
paper in his jacket pocket which said “no
smoking.”18 In contrast, Dr. Kelly testified
he did not know about the Smoking
Preclusion Order, did not knowingly
violate it and did not recall Raynor telling
him that he could not mention smoking
in his testimony.19 On May 2, 2014, the
trial court entered an Order imposing
sanctions against attorney Raynor only,
not her client, nor her expert.20 On
October 31, 2014, Raynor was sanctioned
$946,197.16—the attorney fees and costs
of the first trial, post-trial motions and
appeal—based upon a finding that she
was “dilatory, vexatious and obdurate”

in failing to properly instruct her expert
witness regarding the exclusion of
plaintiff ’s smoking.21 The amount of the
sanction was determined by a review
of the plaintiff ’s attorneys’ actual time
sheets and invoices for costs, expenses and
experts’ fees.22 The sanction is currently
on appeal in the Appellate Court.

Trial court Sanctions in Illinois

It is well established that an Illinois
trial court has the power to sanction
litigants for failure to comply with the
Court’s Order.23 The power of an Illinois
trial court to sanction litigants was set
forth by our Supreme Court in People v.
Warren,24 which held that the trial court
“is vested with inherent power to enforce
its orders and preserve its dignity by
the use of contempt proceedings,” both
civil and criminal, direct and indirect.25
A trial court’s power to sanction was
further explained by the Appellate Court
in Santiago v. E.W. Bliss Co.,26 which held
that the power to sanction is also found
in its inherent power to control its docket.
Because contempt power is inherent, trial
courts may exercise broad discretion in
fashioning appropriate remedies to a party’s
contumacious behavior.27
The appropriate method of controlling
behavior, such as occurred in Pennsylvania,
is through a finding of direct criminal
contempt.28 Illinois case law supports a
sanction of attorney fees and costs after a
mistrial, when there is a finding of direct
criminal contempt.29 To date, no reported
Illinois case has upheld an award of
attorney fees due to a mistrial caused by a
violation of an order in limine. However,
that is only because in those cases no
direct criminal contempt was found by
the trial court. In Helm v. Thomas,30 an
automobile personal injury case, plaintiff
and his attorney had asked a member
of one of the defendant’s attorneys’ firm
advice on pursuing an uninsured motorist
claim. Once the conflict was brought to
the trial court’s attention, the defendant’s
attorney was given leave to withdraw and
a mistrial was declared. The trial court
found plaintiff ’s attorney and his clients
in indirect civil contempt for causing a
mistrial by failing to disclose this conflict
2

of interest until after a jury had been
impaneled but before opening statements,
and ordered the attorney and his client to
reimburse the County for juror fees and to
reimburse the defendant for all of its future
attorneys’ fees and costs. In reversing, the
Appellate Court observed that “the trial
court did not impose sanctions to compel
a future act, but to punish [the attorney]
and [his clients] for prior conduct that
they could not undo.”31 Thus, the Appellate
Court concluded that the trial court
improperly entered a criminal contempt
judgment.32 Therefore, the defect in the
Helm sanction was that the trial court used
a direct criminal contempt remedy when it
only found an indirect civil contempt had
occurred.33
In Juarez v. Commonwealth Medical
Associates,34 a medical malpractice action,
plaintiff ’s counsel repeatedly violated
evidentiary and procedural rules, as well
as the court’s order granting defendant’s
motion in limine.35 On the second day
of trial, the judge sua sponte declared
a mistrial and sanctioned counsel by
ordering her to pay all attorney fees and
costs incurred by the defense during
trial.36 The defendant’s attorney did not
move for a finding of contempt, and the
trial court made no such finding.37 The
Appellate Court reversed, holding there
was no agreement or statutory authority
allowing the assessment of litigation
costs for purposely causing a mistrial,38
and Supreme Court Rule 219 does not
allow sanctions for violating an order in
limine during trial.39 The Appellate Court
concluded: “Though we do not condone
[the attorney’s] conduct, the trial court
had no authority for its entry of sanctions
in the form of attorney fees and costs.
[Citations omitted.] We understand our
conclusion in this case leaves a trial court
little room, short of a contempt finding, to
deal with a lawyer who purposely creates
conditions for a mistrial.”40 Thus, the
Juarez court stated it would have upheld
the sanction if the trial court had, in fact,
made a finding of contempt.41
In Thomas v. Koe,42 a dental
malpractice action, plaintiff ’s attorney
violated the trial court’s order in limine,
after which the court entered an order

of direct criminal contempt against the
attorney. During trial, the plaintiff ’s
attorney continued to pursue questions
that were inadmissible despite warnings
from the trial court.43 The trial court then
held counsel in direct criminal contempt,
finding that the attorney’s conduct “which
occurred in the presence of this court
while the court was in open session,
impeded and interrupted the proceedings,
lessened the dignity of the court, and
tended to bring the administration of
justice into disrepute,” and levied a $500
fine.44 In affirming the sanction, the
Appellate Court found that the attorney
had not acted in good faith and that his
belief that the trial court’s ruling was
erroneous was “utterly irrelevant.”45 It
cautioned that: “It would be intolerable
to permit an attorney to disregard a trial
court’s ruling that the jury should not hear
certain evidence by nonetheless getting
that evidence before the jury because the
attorney believes that the court is really
wrong about the issue.”46

Conclusion

In Illinois, trial court judges are vested
with broad discretion as to the sanctions
they can impose. While we have not
found any instance in which an Illinois
judge imposed a direct criminal contempt
sanction awarding the attorneys’ fees
and costs of a trial, post-trial motions
and appeal in response to a violation of a
Court order, that power certainly exists.
The sanctions entered in Pennsylvania
arose out of unique facts. Nevertheless,
the actions of Judge Panepinto serve as a
wake-up call for trial attorneys who might
stray from acceptable professional conduct
in the preparation and trial of a cause. n
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